
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE UNION ~ GLASGOW 
 
The Annual General Meeting of UCUG will be held on Wednesday 22nd June at 
3.00pm in Humanities Lecture Theatre, Room G255 in the Main Building. Drinks 
reception following AGM from 4.00pm in Fergusson Room, No1A The Square 

 
AGENDA 

 
 
1. MINUTES 
Minutes of the General Meeting of 25th February 2016 
 
2. MATTERS ARISING 
 
3. CHAIR’S BUSINESS  
 
4. SECRETARY’S REPORT (including Committee 2016-17) 
 
5. TREASURER’S REPORT 

 
6. SPEAKER – SALLY HUNT UCU GENERAL SECRETARY 
 
7. MOTIONS 

 
1. Surveys of UCUG members’ views of the university’s Performance and 

Development Review have found a significant proportion who identified the 
process as skewed towards performance management rather than staff 
development. Despite some issues being addressed in this round of P&DR, 
UCUG remain concerned about the performance management issues within the 
process.  In particular, staff are unhappy at the tick-box exercise, where 
individual performance is reduced to a single-word category. Amongst many 
problems with this one action, it has the effect of privileging individual 
competition against teamwork and is inappropriate for academic work and 
teaching. 
This year within University Services, performance levels are explicitly linked with 
reward and recognition. This bypassing of agreed reward and recognition 
procedures is detrimental to the developmental aspects of the process. UCUG is 
extremely concerned that not only does this pilot undermine P&DR it also has 
the potential to encourage patronage and favouritism. UCUG encourages all 
members to report their experiences of the P&DR process and will review the 
impact within University Services. UCUG further calls on the Committee to seek 
to negotiate with management to ensure that the focus of P&DR is staff 
development rather than performance management  and to ensure that the 
outcomes of the PDR process are kept totally separate from decisions on 
promotion and other pay related processes.  UCUG Committee  
 

 
2. UCU Glasgow fully supports the current pay dispute which rejects the employers 

1.1% pay offer.  Following  years of real term pay cuts, at a time when 
Universities are building growing cash reserves, and with pay for senior 
managers again increasing across the sector, the offer of 1.1% is derisory and 
unacceptable.  This meeting also notes the national employers’ failure to 
address the gender pay gap and the widespread culture of casualisation. 
This meeting calls on the local committee, officers and members to engage  with 
the national campaign over pay including strike action and action short of a 



strike and calls on SMG at UofG to show support for staff by encouraging UCEA 
to meaningfully negotiate on all aspects of the claim. UCUG Committee 

 
3. UCU Glasgow recognise the important role that the built environment plays in 

supporting learning, teaching, research and scholarship for all staff and students 
within the University.  We note developments to improve current facilities as well 
as plans to expand the University into the Western Infirmary site.  However the 
primary "resource" for any institution is its staff and any new build must not seek 
to shoehorn employees into inappropriate spaces where design is predicated on 
cost rather than function.  Furthermore the University has operated a significant 
surplus in recent times and further financial constraint risks damaging the 
essential broad based nature of Glasgow University, therefore any estates 
development should be handled over a sufficient period of time to prevent a 
reallocation of funding from staff to costly building programs. This meeting calls 
on UCUG committee to engage with management in consultation on these 
issues, to ensure that staff are at the forefront of these projects, particularly 
where H&S issues are raised.     UCUG Committee 

 
4. Union Learning reps play an important part in any union branch and this meeting 

calls on the UCUG committee to include a UCU Learning Rep as part of the 
committee structure. UCUG Committee  


